Grouping the pharmacovigilance terms with a hybrid approach.
Pharmacovigilance is the activity related to the collection, analysis and prevention of adverse drug reactions (ADRs) induced by drugs. It leads to the safety survey of pharmaceutical products. The pharmacovigilance process benefits from the traditional statistical approaches and also from the qualitative information on semantic relations between close ADR terms, such as SMQs or hierarchical levels of MedDRA. In this work, our objective is to detect the semantic relatedness between the ADR MedDRA terms. To achieve this, we combine two approaches: semantic similarity algorithms computed within structured resources and terminology structuring methods applied to a raw list of the MedDRA terms. We compare these methods between them and study their differences and complementarity. The results are evaluated against the gold standard manually compiled within the pharmacovigilance area and also with an expert. The combination of the methods leads to an improved recall.